Biological effect of dose distortion by fiducial markers in spot-scanning proton therapy with a limited number of fields: a simulation study
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ABSTRACT

Purpose: In accurate proton spot-scanning therapy, continuous target tracking by fluoroscopic X-ray during irradiation is beneficial not only for respiratory moving tumors of lung and liver but also for relatively stationary tumors of prostate. Implanted gold markers have been used with great effect for positioning the target volume by a fluoroscopy, especially for the cases of liver and prostate with the targets surrounded by water-equivalent tissues. However, recent studies have revealed that gold markers can cause a significant underdose in proton therapy. This paper focuses on prostate cancer and explores the possibility that multiple-field irradiation improves the underdose effect by markers on Tumor Control Probability (TCP).

Methods: A Monte Carlo simulation was performed to evaluate the dose distortion effect. A spherical gold marker was placed at several characteristic points in a water phantom. Markers were with two different diameters of 2 mm and 1.5 mm, both visible on fluoroscopy. Three beam arrangements of SFUD (single-field uniform dose) were examined: one lateral field, two opposite lateral fields, and three fields (two opposite lateral fields + anterior field). The Relative Biological Effectiveness (RBE) was set to 1.1 and a dose of 74 Gy (RBE) was delivered to the target of a typical prostate size in 37 fractions. The ratios of TCP to that without the marker (TCPr) were compared with the parameters of the marker sizes, number of fields, and marker positions. To take into account the dependence of biological parameters in TCP model, $\alpha/\beta$ values of 1.5, 3, and 10 Gy (RBE) were considered.

Results: It was found that the marker of 1.5 mm diameter does not affect the TCPs with all $\alpha/\beta$ values when two or more fields are used. On the other hand, if the marker size is $\phi$2 mm, more than two irradiation fields are required to suppress the decrease in TCP from TCP, by less than 3%. This is especially true when multiple (two or three) markers are used for alignment of a patient.

Conclusions: It is recommended that $\phi$1.5 mm markers be used to avoid the reduction of TCP as well as to spare the surrounding critical organs, as long as the markers are visible on X-ray fluoroscopy. When $\phi$2 mm markers are implanted, more than two fields should be used and the markers should not be placed close to the distal edge of any of the beams.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The number of proton therapy centers which adopt the spot-scanning technique has been increasing worldwide. Spot-scanning proton therapy has an advantage to achieve high dose conformity by changing the dosage and the position of each pencil beam (spot) individually under computer control. However, at the same time, targeting accuracy within the order of millimeters must be achieved by various image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT) techniques. During irradiation, continuous target tracking by a fluoroscopic X-ray system is useful for respiratory moving tumors. It has been reported that even the prostate can undergo more than 10 mm of intra-fractional motion during 1 minute, which suggests that real-time tracking is also beneficial for the prostate. Due to their high opacity, gold markers have been used with great effect especially for the cases of liver and prostate with the targets surrounded by water-equivalent tissues. Gold fiducial markers have been in clinical use in proton therapy centers. However, recent studies have revealed that a certain size of cylindrical gold markers can cause as much as 85% of proton underdose mainly due to their high electron density. Several proposals to mitigate dose distortion have been made such as the reduction of marker size, the optimization of marker compounds with carbon-coated ceramic or mixture of microscopic gold particles and polymers.

An alternate solution may be to diminish the dose distortion effect by increasing the number of fields. Because proton pencil beam scanning technique does not require replacement of the apertures and range compensators field by field, the treatment time will not be increased so much by the use of multiple fields. On the other hand, there is a limit to the number of fields. First of all, the low-dose region is expanded by an increase in the number of fields, which could cancel the advantages of proton therapy. Secondly, for spot-scanning proton therapy, the plan quality tends to be worse as the number of field exceeds a certain threshold when single-field optimization (SFO) is used. This is due to the minimum monitor unit (MU) for delivering each spot, which is 0.005 MU at our institution. Therefore, it is necessary to use a minimum number of fields while at the same time to control the effect of dose distortion due to the presence of gold markers to be within an acceptable range.

In this research, we focus on prostate cancer and explore the possibility that multiple-field irradiation improves the underdose effect by markers on Tumor Control Probability (TCP) using a Monte Carlo simulation. Three beam arrangements of SFUD (single-field uniform dose) were examined: one lateral field, two opposite lateral fields, and three fields (two opposite lateral fields + anterior field). More than three fields were not considered.
because the MU constraint limits the number of fields to three for 2 Gy (RBE) irradiation to the target of a typical prostate size with 8 mm spot spacing. We also investigated two different sizes of gold marker (2 mm and 1.5 mm in diameter), which are both visible on fluoroscopy. They were placed at several positions in the prostate that have different characteristics in terms of proton momentum distribution, which produce different dose distortions. We considered multiple $\alpha/\beta$ values of 1.5, 3, and 10 Gy (RBE)\textsuperscript{12,13,14} for the evaluation of TCP, because there are still debate on $\alpha/\beta$ value for prostate tumors at this moment. The required number of fields was then determined for each marker size such that the TCP reduction is within an acceptable range for all position of a marker and for any $\alpha/\beta$ values.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Simulation setup

Figure 1 shows the water phantom geometry, coordinate system, and beam directions. The phantom size ($38 \times 20 \times 20 \text{ cm}^3$) was determined based on the average anatomical measurements of water equivalent length made from computed tomography scans of 10 prostate cancer patients’ pelvises. Clinical target volume (CTV) was defined as prostate and its size ranges from 28 to 74 cm$^3$ (44 cm$^3$ on average) over the 10 patients. In the simulation, it was represented as a cube of an equivalent volume placed at the center of the phantom and the side length was 3-4.2 cm (3.5 cm on average). PTV margin of 3 mm, which is clinically used in Hokkaido University Hospital for prostate IMRT, was added for each size of CTV.

The coordinate system is defined with respect to the treatment room; the origin is at the isocenter (IC) which coincides with the center of the target. We considered the following three beam directions: right–lateral (gantry angle 270 degrees, field 1), left–lateral (gantry angle 90 degrees, field 2), and anterior (gantry angle 0 degrees, field 3). The proton absorbed-dose distributions were simulated using the Geant4 Monte Carlo code (ver. 4.9.4). The binary cascade model\textsuperscript{15} was used for the nuclear interactions. The production thresholds for gamma, electrons and positrons are needed to avoid the infrared divergences and they were all set to 0.1 mm. The Hokkaido University spot-scanning beam treatment nozzle as well as the beam characteristics designed by Hitachi (Hitachi Ltd., Japan) was implemented (Figure 2). The spot size depends on the beam energy and it was 3.6 ~ 6.9 mm (σ) at the IC in air. The primary protons were generated just above the vacuum window, which was located about 2.5 m from the IC. For one spot, we simulated 600,000 primary protons. The dose was scored in cubic volumes of 0.5
mm side length in order to obtain statistical uncertainty less than 2% at the distal border of the PTV.

Spot weight optimization was performed by SFUD. For all fields, the spacing between spots was set to 8 mm. The simulation was made for minimum, average, and maximum size of CTV which are denoted as CTV_{min}, CTV_{ave}, and CTV_{max}, respectively. For CTV_{ave}, iso-energy layers of 157-180 MeV (11 layers) were used for the lateral beams (fields 1 and 2) and 103-132 MeV (21 layers) for the anterior beam (field 3). Fields 1 and 2 required 891 spots to cover the PTV volume, while field 3 needed 1701 spots. We assumed a dose prescription of 74 Gy (RBE) in 37 fractions to the isocenter in accordance with a previous report^{16}. The Relative Biological Effectiveness (RBE) was set to 1.1. When three fields were used, the minimum MU per spot was 0.007 for fields 1 and 2 and 0.005 for field 3 at the lowest iso-energy layer. This indicates that as long as we constrain ourselves to SFUD with 8 mm spot spacing, the maximum field number is three for 2 Gy (RBE) irradiation to this target. The calculated dose deviation from the prescribed dose comes from both small ripples within the spread-out Bragg peaks in a treatment plan and statistical uncertainty. It was within ±5% for more than 99.9% of the CTV. In a same manner, the dose distribution for CTV_{min} and CTV_{max} were constructed by using corresponding iso-energy layers.

**B. Gold marker placement**

Two sizes of spherical gold marker with diameters of 2 mm and 1.5 mm were investigated. As shown in Figure 3, both sizes were recognized by a fluoroscopy when inserted in a pelvic phantom (100 kV, 80 mAs, 4 msec (AP), 120 kV, 80 mAs, 4 msec (LR)). The fluoroscopic images of the \( \phi 2 \) mm marker were clear, while those of the \( \phi 1.5 \) mm marker might be not so clear to discern in some patients.

Markers were placed at several characteristic points for each beam arrangement (Fig. 4). In the case of one field, 5 points were considered: the IC (C), the proximal (A) and distal (E) points, and the intermediate points between IC and the proximal point (B) and between IC and the distal point (D). In the case of two and three fields, the representative 3 and 15 points were investigated, respectively. When a marker is placed at an off-central axis position, the dose distortion due to the presence of the marker is assumed to be the parallel shift of that produced when the marker is place at the central axis. This is a good approximation because the SOBP width is a constant for the cubic PTV and because the marker positions are chosen so that they are more than 5 mm distant from the PTV boundary. The dose distortion that occurs in a cylindrical region of a diameter less than 5 mm, does not
overlap with the PTV boundary (see Sec. III).

C. TCP model

In order to evaluate the biological effect of the dose distortion, TCP values were evaluated from the dose distribution derived by the above-mentioned procedure. First of all, the linear quadratic (LQ) model was used for the calculation of surviving fraction (SF):

\[
SF = e^{-E(D)},
\]

where

\[
E(D) = \alpha D + \frac{\beta}{n} D^2.
\]

Here \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) characterize intrinsic radio-sensitivity, \(D\) is the total dose that is generally different from point to point in the prostate, \(n\) is the number of dose fractions. Then, the Poisson TCP model:

\[
\text{TCP} = \prod_{\text{voxel}} e^{-\eta SF(D(i))}, \quad n_i = \frac{\rho c V}{N_{\text{voxel}}}
\]

was used to link cell killing to bulk clinical effect where \(N_{\text{voxel}}\) varies according to the CTV size (from 60\(^3\) to 84\(^3\) in this simulation). \(D(i)\) is the local dose at the \(i\)-th voxel, \(\rho_c\) is the initial number density of clonogenic cells, \(V\) is the CTV volume, and \(n_i\) is the cell number in \(i\)-th voxel. We assume a uniform CTV clonogenic cell density of \(\rho_c=10^6 \text{ cm}^{-3}\). In the evaluation, the voxels that contain gold markers are excluded.

The biological parameters used in this study are summarized in Table 1. For each parameter set, the TCP curve for homogeneous dose distribution was shown in Figure 5. Three \(\alpha/\beta\) values of 1.5, 3, and 10 Gy (RBE) were examined. For a fixed \(\alpha/\beta\), parameter \(\alpha\) was determined so that the TCP at 74 Gy (RBE) in 37 fractions is 94\% for CTV\(_{\text{ave}}\). This value corresponds to the clinical data available on proton therapy. In report\(^16\), it was shown that biochemical relapse-free survival rate (bNED) at 3 years was 94\% for Gleason score < 8 patient group. The similar percentage is also seen in report\(^18\) in which bNED at 5-years was more than 92\% for T1-T2a patients with the same dose prescription. As far as the authors know, additional clinical data with different dose prescriptions and same patient group was not available. With those data, the variability in clonogen sensitivities within a tumor (\(\sigma_{\text{ind}}\)) and/or the variability from patient to patient (\(\sigma_{\text{pop}}\)) would be determined by curve fitting\(^19,20\). In this study, \(\sigma_{\text{ind}}\) and \(\sigma_{\text{pop}}\) are set to zero, which may result in an overestimation of TCP reduction by the underdosage\(^20\).
D. Method of evaluation

The ratios of TCP to that without the marker (TCPr) were compared with the parameters of the marker sizes, number of fields, and marker positions for each $\alpha/\beta$. For each parameter set, the ratio $R_{TCP} = TCP/TCPr$ was obtained for three CTV volumes and the minimum value of those, namely $R^V_{TCP} = \min\{R_{TCP}(CTV_{min}), R_{TCP}(CTV_{ave}), R_{TCP}(CTV_{max})\}$, were calculated. Here, as can be seen from eq. (3), TCP decreases as the CTV volume increases and it was 96%, 94%, and 90% for $CTV_{min}$, $CTV_{ave}$, and $CTV_{max}$, respectively. The tolerance for TCP reduction is defined as $\delta TCP < 3\%$, where $\delta TCP = 100 \times (1 - R^V_{TCP})$ (%). $\delta TCP$ for multiple markers is approximately the sum of $\delta TCP$’s caused by each marker as long as $(1 - R^V_{TCP}) \ll 1$ is satisfied. In order to understand the results, the depth dose distributions, the plane dose distribution along the central beam axis, and the minimum dose in CTV ($D_{min}$) were shown for $CTV_{ave}$.

III. RESULTS

A. Dose distribution

Figure 6 shows the depth dose distribution along the central beam axis for one field with both sizes of gold markers. In each figure, three plots for one lateral field with marker positions (A), (C), and (E) in Figure 4 (a) are shown with the reference (without a marker). Figure 7 shows the plane dose distribution for one field (a), two opposite fields (b), and three fields (c) along the central beam axis for gold markers with $\phi 2$ mm placed at the IC, which are (C), (C’), and (C”) in Figure 4, respectively. Both graphs are shown for $CTV_{ave}$. The minimum dose is listed in Table 2 for all conditions.

As shown in Fig. 6 and 7, the gold marker trails a thin cold line in the downstream region. Proton fluence is reduced because protons stop in the gold marker or are strongly scattered by gold nuclei, i.e., $\theta_{Au} \sim 6 \theta_{H2O}$. Compared with the size of the CTV, however, the cold line thickness and its volume are sufficiently small, that is, within the cylindrical region of $\phi 5$ mm. The cold line length is shorter as the marker approaches the distal edge, but at the same time, $D_{min}$ is further reduced because larger number of protons stops in the marker as well as the fewer protons are scattered in the path by multiple Coulomb scattering (MCS). The exception is the case when the marker is very close to the CTV boundary (a few mm). In that case, the point where the dose shadowing is maximum is outside of CTV and it does not coincide with $D_{min}$. For one field, $D_{min}$ is 24.1 Gy (RBE) ($\phi 2$ mm) and
39.4 Gy (RBE) (φ1.5 mm) when the marker is placed rather close to the distal edge ((D) or (E) in Figure 4). This improves to $D_{\text{min}} = 51.4$ Gy (RBE) (φ2 mm) and 57.9 Gy (RBE) (φ1.5 mm) by using three fields (see Table 2). The minimum dose occurs at a position that is close to the distal edge for either one of the beams.

When a marker is placed upstream of the CTV, the recovery of the dose occurs downstream of the CTV (Fig. 6 (A) and (C)) because the neighboring protons scatter in the cold line. For φ1.5 mm marker at position (A), the dose recovers to almost 90% of the reference at the downstream boundary of the CTV.

When the protons have such high energy at the marker position that they do not stop in the marker, they are strongly scattered and create a hot shell surrounding the cold line (see Fig. 7). The maximum dose is then 86 Gy (RBE) (φ2 mm) and 84 Gy (RBE) (φ1.5 mm) for one field and is reduced to 81 Gy (RBE) (φ2 mm) and 80 Gy (RBE) (φ1.5 mm) for two opposite fields.

B. TCP comparison

In Table 2, values of $R^V_{TCP}$ are listed for all conditions. First of all, $R^V_{TCP}$ is smallest when $\alpha/\beta$ of 1.5 Gy (RBE) is used because the TCP curve is steeper for smaller $\alpha/\beta$ and the underdosage more severely affects the TCP reduction (Figure 5). With $\alpha/\beta$ of 1.5 Gy (RBE), even when φ1.5 mm marker is used, $\delta TCP$ can be as large as 36% if only one field is used. Generally the TCP gets worse as the marker is placed downstream of the CTV because $D_{\text{min}}$ also decreases. $R^V_{TCP}$ even reaches zero when φ2 mm marker is placed at position (D) and (E). When the marker position is shifted from (D) to (E), the increase of $R^V_{TCP}$ can be seen for all $\alpha/\beta$. This is because the overlap of dose shaded volume and CTV decreases and/or the minimum dose $D_{\text{min}}$ itself increases as the marker shifts to downstream.

The TCP is greatly improved by using two opposing fields. $\delta TCP$ is less than 3% for φ2 mm and less than 0.5% for φ1.5 mm marker for any position even when $\alpha/\beta$ of 1.5 Gy (RBE) was used. If three fields are used, $\delta TCP$ is less than 1% for any position when the φ2 mm marker is used while it is less than 0.5% when the φ1.5 mm marker is used.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this research, we have studied the effect of dose distortion in the presence of implanted gold markers on TCP in prostate cancer. A marker of 1.5 mm diameter does not affect the TCPs with any $\alpha/\beta$ of 1.5, 3, and 10 Gy
(RBE) when two or more fields are used. On the other hand, if a marker of 2.0 mm diameter is used, it is safe to use more than two fields especially when multiple markers (two or three) are used in order to suppress the sum of $\delta$TCP's caused by each marker by less than 3%. It is recommended that $\phi$1.5 mm markers be used to avoid the reduction of TCP as well as to spare the surrounding critical organs as long as they are visible on fluoroscopy. In addition, it is preferable to place the markers so that they are not close to the distal edge for any of the beams. It is worth mentioning that when multiple markers are used, they have to be placed so that the dose-distorted regions do not overlap with each other. This is achieved by slightly shifting the gantry and/or couch rotation angle by referring to the CT images.

It is clear that the $D_{\text{max}}$ approaches the reference value (without a marker) by the use of multiple-field irradiation, but it is not a priori obvious whether the increase of fields improves the TCP. Indeed, multiple-field irradiation can mitigate the local dose distortion, but at the same time, the dose shaded region may be expanded. Our results indicate that, as long as $\phi$2 mm or $\phi$1.5 mm markers are used, such dose shaded regions are sufficiently small (0.6% of CTV volume at maximum). The improvement of dose distortion by increasing the number of fields surpasses the expanding of the dose shaded region, resulting in an improvement of TCP. The number of fields is however limited by the minimum deliverable amounts for each spot, spacing between spots, and beam size. In our nozzle, if spot spacing is set at 8 mm, which is about 1.6 times the smallest spot size at the Bragg-peak, three fields is the upper limit for SFUD. It is possible that the number of fields can be increased by the use of Intensity Modulation Proton Therapy (IMPT) plans. By IMPT, however, the proton momentum distribution at certain points is highly dependent on the optimization algorithm as well as the CT images of each patient. It is then difficult to figure out the possible size of the dose distortion and resulting TCPs. SFUD may be safer and simpler from this point of view.

In this research, we performed spot weight optimization on a phantom with fiducial markers removed artificially. The dose distribution is then calculated by returning them to the original positions. This procedure for optimization should also be applied in clinical practice because if spot weight optimization is performed in the presence of markers, there might be a large dose error when the patient geometry changes in an occasion when the prostate deforms or the relative position between the prostate and bones changes. In the dose calculation, it may be difficult or even not worthwhile in reality to restore the markers to the CT image. This is because the manual assignment of gold markers in CT images is demanding since the slice thickness and pixel width of the CT
images are comparable to the marker size. Also, metal artifact\(^9\) prevents pinpointing the marker position. Even if the assignment were possible, a high-precision dose calculation algorithm such as Monte Carlo simulation is required to reproduce the dose disturbance, which is time-consuming. Therefore, it may be a reasonable strategy to perform the dose calculation using the CT image with the marker removed, while implementing the methodology so that the unseen dose distortion does not result in significant effects.

The metal artifacts caused by gold markers may be reduced using proposed metal artifact reduction algorithms for helical CT\(^22\) or using the image registration technique between helical CT image and cone beam CT image with metal artifact removed\(^23\). The proton range precision with these metal-artifact-free CTs should be investigated in future.

Gold markers are also used for accurate patient alignment and motion management for other sites such as liver and lung. In such cases, the marker is generally placed outside of tumor, which may mitigate the possibility of severe dose distortion since our results indicate that the more proximal region the marker is placed, the less dose distortion it occurs. Detailed study on this issue will be carried out in the future.

The shape of the gold marker is limited to a sphere in this study. With the spherical symmetry, it has the advantage over other shape of marker in that the precise 3-dimensional real-time tracking is possible even if the markers rotate during the treatment. On the other hand, the commercially available helical gold markers have an advantage that it may be more stable against migration. According to the Monte Carlo simulation\(^7\), however, it causes more severe dose shadowing than the marker considered in this study. The smallest implantable marker (0.75 mm in diameter and 1 cm in length) can cause as much as 64.1% of underdose when two opposite field is used and the markers are parallel to the beam. This may be because the length of the marker is so long that it greatly reduces the proton fluence in downstream. With this size of underdose, the non-negligible size of TCP reduction is inevitable.

In this study, we neglected the effect of inter- and intra-fractionated tumor motions on TCP. Indeed, by using the real-time tracking of gold markers, both inter- and intra-fractional prostate motions can be suppressed within 2 mm\(^3\). Therefore, we consider it a good approximation to neglect these motions in this study. Moreover, in ref\(^24\), it was shown that the effect of inter- and intra-fractional motion on TCP is small (\(< 2\%\)) with patient set up using internal markers.

Finally, our study has several limitations. Firstly, the PTV margin that we considered may not be sufficiently
large to include the proton range uncertainty. However, the dose distortion and TCP values are expected to be improved with the enlargement of the margin since there is a greater possibility that the marker is placed farther from the distal edge. Secondly, the calculated dose perturbation has not been confirmed by measurement. Thirdly, the dose distortion in a water phantom as well as cubic shape of the CTV may simplify the heterogeneous patient anatomy. Finally, fiducial markers composed of other materials that may also be visible on fluoroscopy have not been explored. Additional study of these issues should be undertaken in the future.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this research, we explored the possibility that multiple-field irradiation improves the underdose effect by implanted gold markers on TCP in prostate cancer for spot-scanning proton therapy. Two sizes of spherical gold marker with diameters of 2 mm and 1.5 mm were recognized by fluoroscopy when inserted in a pelvic phantom. For both markers, dose distortion is generally more severe when the marker is close to the distal edge of CTV. A gold marker with 1.5 mm diameter does not affect the TCPs derived from different biological parameters ($\alpha/\beta$) and at any position in CTV when two or more fields are used. On the other hand, if multiple gold markers of 2.0 mm diameter are used, it is safe to use more than two fields and place the markers at a distance from the distal edge for all the beams in order to suppress the decrease in TCP by less than 3%.
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APPENDIX A: VALIDATION OF MONTE CARLO CODE

The proton range and size of multiple Coulomb scattering in water and gold were validated with NIST database\(^{25}\) and analytical approximation formula of Highland\(^{26}\), respectively.

(1) Proton Range

We considered the relevant four energies of $E=103, 132, 157,$ and $180$ MeV. They are the minimum and
maximum energies for lateral and anterior beams, respectively. The range in the present MC system was obtained by simulating $10^5$ protons with all physics processes switched off except for ionization$^{26,27}$. In that case, the depth $z_{80}$ at which the dose has dropped to 80% of its maximum value beyond Bragg-peak should equal the range $R_0$ in NIST database$^{26}$. In water the agreement of $z_{80}$ and $R_0$ is within 1.6 mm and in gold it is within 0.7 mm, which are both considered to be negligible.

(2) Multiple Coulomb Scattering

2-1. scattering in a phantom composed of a single material (water, gold)

Again we considered the above four energies and calculated the beam width ($\sigma_{\text{MC}}$) at depth of 0.5$R_0$ and 0.97$R_0$ in water$^{26}$. In gold, only $\sigma_{\text{MC}}$ at depth of 0.97$R_0$ was validated since the proton range in gold was too short, and the resultant increment of $\sigma$ is small. The values were compared with those derived from Highland formula ($\sigma_{\text{Highland}}$)$^{28,29}$. In water, $\sigma_{\text{Highland}}$ is a little bit greater than $\sigma_{\text{MC}}$, which agrees with the behaviors investigated before in ref$^{30}$. The difference in $\sigma$ increases as the beam passes through the phantom, but is 0.8 mm at a maximum which is enough small compared with the total beam width. In gold, $\sigma_{\text{Highland}}$ is smaller than $\sigma_{\text{MC}}$ by 0.3 mm at most, which is also negligible.

2-2. scattering in a phantom composed of water and gold plate

In order to do a validation in a setting closer to our system, the gold plate of 2 mm thickness was placed in a water phantom (Figure 8). Protons of $E=180$ and 132 MeV were irradiated as shown in the figure. The beam widths ($\sigma_{\text{MC}}$) were compared with those derived from Highland formula ($\sigma_{\text{Highland}}$) at the peak position of each beam. Their agreement is both within 0.2 mm, which is enough small.
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**Figures captions**

Figure 1. Phantom geometry, coordinate system, and beam directions.

Figure 2. Schematic of nozzle geometry.

Figure 3. Fluoroscopic images of gold markers in pelvic phantom (100 kV, 80 mAs, 4 msec (AP), 120 kV, 80 mAs, 4 msec (LR)). The arrows show φ1.5 mm markers; other dots are φ2 mm markers. Two coiled markers with φ1.5 mm are also shown for comparison.

Figure 4. The marker positions investigated. Rectangles show PTV region and its side length is L=3.6 ~ 4.8 cm. \( \xi = 1.5 \) cm, \( \eta = 1.0 \) cm.

Figure 5. TCP curve for \( \alpha/\beta \) values of 1.5, 3, and 10 Gy (RBE) for homogeneous dose distribution.

Figure 6. Depth dose distribution along the central beam axis for gold markers with φ2 mm (left) and φ1.5 mm (right). Three plots for one lateral field with marker positions (A), (C), and (E) in Figure 4 (a) are shown with the reference (without marker). The dose values at the marker positions (arrows) have no effect on TCP evaluation. In the plots, these values are removed and the endpoints are linearly interpolated. Note that the peak-to-plateau ratio is rather high because the profile is taken along the central axis of the pencil beam as well as the source to axis distance is rather small in our nozzle.

Figure 7. Plane dose distribution for one (a), two opposite (b), and three fields (c) along the central beam axis for gold markers with φ2 mm placed at the IC. Rectangular regions and black dots show the PTV and gold marker, respectively.

Figure 8. Simulation setup for beam widths verifications in a phantom composed of water and gold plate. (a) 180 MeV and (b) 132 MeV beam enters the water phantom, passes through the gold plate of 2 mm thickness, and stops at 20 and 11 cm depth, respectively.
Table 1. Radiobiological parameters used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>1.5 Gy (RBE)</th>
<th>3 Gy (RBE)</th>
<th>10 Gy (RBE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha/\beta$</td>
<td>0.1200</td>
<td>0.1675</td>
<td>0.2322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_c$ (cm$^{-3}$)</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^6$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Summary of minimum dose in CTV$_{ave}$ ($D_{min}$) and the minimum value of $R_{TCP}$ among CTV$_{min}$, CTV$_{ave}$, and CTV$_{max}$ ($R_{TCP}^V$) for each $\alpha/\beta$ value and for each marker size, position, and number of fields.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beam arrangement</th>
<th>marker position (x, z) (cm)</th>
<th>$D_{min}$ (Gy (RBE))</th>
<th>$R_{TCP}^V$ (Gy (RBE))</th>
<th>$R_{TCP}^V$ (Gy (RBE))</th>
<th>$R_{TCP}^V$ (Gy (RBE))</th>
<th>$R_{TCP}^V$ (Gy (RBE))</th>
<th>$R_{TCP}^V$ (Gy (RBE))</th>
<th>$R_{TCP}^V$ (Gy (RBE))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>one field (field 1)</td>
<td>(0, -1.5)</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0, -1.0)</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0, 0)</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0, +1.0)</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0, +1.5)</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two opposite field (field 1+2)</td>
<td>(0, 0)</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>60.6</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0, +1.0)</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0, +1.5)</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>58.2</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>three fields (field1+2+3)</td>
<td>(0, 0)</td>
<td>60.7</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>63.4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0, +1.0)</td>
<td>57.2</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0, +1.5)</td>
<td>57.2</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0, 0)</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>63.1</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0, +1.0)</td>
<td>57.2</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0, +1.5)</td>
<td>57.2</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>63.0</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-1.0, 0)</td>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>60.2</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-1.0, +1.0)</td>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-1.0, +1.5)</td>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>60.2</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-1.5, 0)</td>
<td>51.4</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-1.5, +1.0)</td>
<td>51.4</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>57.9</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-1.5, +1.5)</td>
<td>51.4</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(a) one field

(b) two opposite fields

(c) three fields
(a) one field

(b) two opposite fields

(c) three fields